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An analysis of previous studies of bilateral symmetry detection in dot patterns revealed what
appeared to be an almost arbitrary choice of pattern parameters and constraints with no systematic
examination of the effects of these parameters and constraints on observer performance. In Expt 1,
100-dot patterns either had no constraints on how they were plotted or had one or both of two
constraints: either no dot was permitted to be plotted within a fixed distance of any other dot; or
randomly selected dot radii were transformed to make tlhedot distribution more uniform. While a
large vertical symmetry salience effect was obtained, both in number correct and reaction time,
only marginal differences occurred between the various constraint conditions. However, when
number of dots in the pattern was varied in Expt 2, increasing dot number from 10 to 80 had no
effect at all on vertical symmetry detection but linearly decreased performance for other axis
orientations. Experiments 3 and 4 together suggested that the critical variable producing the
performance decrease was number of dots per se, not increasing dot density (which would tend to
give all patterns a more circular outline) and not decreasing the distance between neighboring
dots. Thus, the relative salience of vertical over other symmetries is critically dependent on number
of dots in the patterns and it is suggested that vertical symmetry is processed globally so that dot
pairs are compared in parallel, whereas at other axis orientations symmetry is processed locally so
that dot pairs are compared in serial fashion. Possible neurophysiological and cognitive factors are
discussed which might account for the relative performances with different symmetry axis
orientations. Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Although the shapes in Fig. l(a, b) are both bilaterally
symmetrical, the symmetry is more obvious when the
axis of symmetry is vertical (90 deg), as in Fig. l(b), than
when it is oriented along the negative diagonal (135 deg),
as in Fig. l(a) (Rock, 1973). The same relative salience of
vertical symmetry over oblique, and indeed horizontal,
symmetry has been reported when the symmetrical
pattern is composed of dots rather than an outline shape,
as is illustrated—and can be seen—in Fig. 1(c, d)
(Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Corballis & Roldan, 1975;
Fisher & Bornstein, 1982; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978;
Pashler, 1990; Royer, 1981; Wagemans et al., 1992;
Wenderoth, 1994).
The experiments reported here were concerned with
the perception of bilateral symmetry in dot patterns. In
particular, the question addressed was whether the
*Department of Psychology, School of Behavioral Sciences,
Macquarie University, Sydney, 2109 Australia IEmailpeterw@
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relative salience of vertical over oblique and horizontal
symmetry, often reported previously, depends upon
certain parameters of the dot patterns used. This question
arose because an examination of several previous studies
(Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Bruce & Morgan, 1975;
Corballis & Roldan, 1975; Fisher & Bornstein, 1982;
Lecher & Smets, 1992; Pashler, 1990; Royer, 1981;
Saarinen, 1988; Wagemans et al., 1993; Wenderoth,
1994]1indicated that the choice of pattern parameters
seemed almost arbitrary, with no consideration given to
the possible effects of the choices upon detectability of
symmetry.
For example, considering number of dots in the
patterns used and the estimated area of patterns, dot
densities (dots/deg2) used in the above studies were
calculated. These densities ranged from 0.12 to 22.7
dots/deg2. Part of the reason for this large range is that
diffelent sized dots were used in different experiments
and there were also different constraints in drawing the
patterns. Thus, Barlow and Reeves (1979) placed no
constraints at all on whether neighboring dots could
touch or overlap and they used a very high dot density. It
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FIGURE 1. AU four patterns (ad) are bilaterally symmetrical but
the symmetry is more salient when the axis is vertical (90 deg) as in
(b) and (d) than when it lies along the left diagonal (135 deg) as in
(a) and (c).
is therefore unsurprising that the images of their
symmetrical patterns (see their Figs 2 and 3) have several
large clumps of dots which can be thought of as low
spatial frequency components. In contrast, other
studies+.g. Saarinen (1988) and Wenderoth (1994)--
have imposed a minimum dot separation so that no low
frequency dot clusters occurred.
Are these differences important in symmetry detec-
tion? No data are available on the issue although it could
also be relevant to theories of symmetry detection. For
example, Barlow and Reeves (1979) postulated that the
symmetry detection task is achieved by dividing the
symmetrical pattern into a small number of regions and
that neurons then compare the number of dots in a fixed
area with the number in the corresponding area on the
other side of the pattern.* They stated (p. 791):
We do not attach much importanceto the details of the model,but the
adequacyof the fit does suggest that symmetrydetection on our tasks
requires nothing more than the comparisonof dot densities measured
over quite large areas symmetricallyplaced about the putative axis of
symmetry.
It might well be that such partitioning of areas for
comparison is much easier to achieve with clusters of
dots than without them. Accordingly, Expt 1 was
designed to test directly whether pattern constraints had
any systematic effect on symmetry detection.
*It is notclear howthe observerknowswhichpairs of areas to compare
without already having detected the axis of symmetry, but that
logical issue need not be pursued here.
(c) Uc (d) UM
FIGURE 2. All four patterns (a+ are bilaterally symmetrical about
the vertical axis but were plotted with different constraints. (a) No
constraints: “Centre and Close” or CC. (b) Dots cannot lie within
12pixels of each other: “Centre with Moats” or CM, (c) Any dot
radius, between Oand 1.0, is replaced by its square root to achieve a
more uniformdistribution:“Uniformand Close” or UC. (d) “Uniform
and Moats” or UM. See text for more details.
GENERALMETHODS
Stilmulus displays were generated by a Deltacom 486
computer using a menu driven program written in
Borland C++ and displayed on a NEC Multisync
1280 x 1024 5D monitor, via a Tseng Labs MegaEva
4000 VGA graphics card. Stimulus displays consisted of
black dots presented on a grey background and confined
to a Z!O.5cm (20.5 deg visual angle) circular area of the
screen. Each dot had a diameter of 2 mm (6 pixels).
There were four different ways in which to generate
symmetrical dot pairs and these were referred to as centre
and close (CC), centre and moats (CM), uniform and
close (UC) and uniform and moats (UM). For CC patterns
there was no restriction at all on the placement of dot
pairs. First, an orientation between O and 359 deg with
origin at the screen centre was randomly selected, then a
distance from the centre of the screen along that
orientation, between 1 and 307 pixels (10.25 cm), was
also randomly selected and finally a dot and its
symmetrical partner were drawn. For CM patterns the
moat restriction was added so that no dot could be placed
withi:n 12 pixels (4 mm) of any other dot. Otherwise, a
new distance and a new direction were selected. Once the
dot position had been selected its partner’s position
across the axis of symmetry was automatically generated.
For LJCpatterns a distance from the centre of the screen
between 1 and 307 pixels (10.25 cm) was randomly
selected and multiplied by the square root of a randomly
chosen fraction between Oand 1. This last transformation
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FIGURE 3. Average number of correct responses to the five axis of
symmetry orientation conditions, Expt 1. Horizontal, Odeg; right
oblique, 45 deg; vertical, 90 deg; left oblique, 135deg; random, dots
placed randomly. CC, CM, UC and UM parameters refer to the four
kinds of dot pattern constraints described in Fig. 2. Error bars are t 1
obtained SE in all figures.
ensured that the distribution of dots was fairly uniform
over the screen without concentrating dots at the centre.
Without this transformation, interdot distances would
increase markedly with distance from the origin because
the arcs joining dots would be longer. However, in this
condition there were no moats so that dots could abut.
Finally, the UM condition applied both the uniform
constraint (the square root multiplier) as well as the moats
restriction. Examples, which are actual screen dumps of
IOO-dotpatterns generated in these four ways, are shown
in Fig. 2 (although the dots are much bigger relative to
pattern diameter in these patterns than they were in the
experiment).
Subjects viewed the screen from a distance of 57 cm in
a windowless laboratory in which a standard lamp was
positioned indirectly to place a veiling luminance on the
screen. Dot luminance, measured by a Tektronix J17
photometer, was 0.16 cd/m2, although with a background
luminance of 6.0 cd/m2 dot contrast, defined as
[Lm,x - Lmin]/[Lmax+~min],was 0.96. A padded chin-
and-head rest with forehead clamps was used to restrict
head movements and subjects were instructed not to try to
tilt their heads.
EXPERIMENT1
The aim of Expt 1 was to test whether symmetry
detection was systematically affected by the constraints
placed upon the dot stimuli. The four possible constraints
have been outlined in the previous section and examples
of vertically symmetrical CC, CM, UC and UM patterns
are shown in Fig. 2.
Method
Subjects. There were 14 naive volunteer subjects from
an Introductory Psychology course who received nominal
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FIGURE4. Dependentvariable is reaction time of correct responses,
otherwise as for Fig. 3.
course credit in return for participating. All were
emmetropic or wore corrective lenses.
Desi,gn and procedure. Each of the four axis of
symmetry orientation conditions (vertical, horizontal and
left- and right-diagonal) was presented 20 times under
each of the CC, CM, UC and CM constraint conditions,
with all patterns having 100 dots. There were 80
symmetrical trials in each of the four constraint
conditions, and there were another 80 trials on which
the dots were placed randomly but given the same
constraints as the symmetrical trials. There were thus 640
trials in all, presented in completely random order, with
constraints equally balanced across symmetrical and
random trials. The replications of any given condition
were randomly selected patterns so that no one stimulus
was ever re-presented and all 640 trials were presented in
a different random order to each subject. The stimulus
was flashed for 150 msec and if no response had occurred
2000 rnsec after pattern onset, the trial was automatically
abortecl and a randomly drawn new pattern was presented
at the end of the remaining trials. Between trials a small
red fixation point was drawn on the otherwise grey
screen, at the centre of the area on which the patterns
would appear. The subject controlled the pace of the
experiment, initiating each trial by fixating the red spot
and then pressing the spacebar of the keyboard with the
left hand to present the stimulus.
Responses were made by pressing two of the numeric
keypadlkeys with the index and middle fingers of the
right hand, “*” to indicate “symmetrical” and “ –” to
indicate “random”. For each response both correct/
incorrect and reaction time were recorded. The subject
read printed instructions which defined mirror-image
symmetry and gave examples of symmetrical and
random-dot patterns, which were screen dumps of actual
stimuli and had axes at various orientations. The
instructions were those usually employed in such
experiments, giving the subject the impossible task of
being both fast and accurate: “Your task is to decide on
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any trial as quickly as you can whether the dots are
symmetrical or not, but without making too many
errors”. Subjects were given familiarization trials,
usually about 20, and were told they could take a break
whenever they wished, although a rest of about a minute
was always given after 80 trials. The written instructions
also stressed that the axis of symmetry could be at any of
the four angles and that the pattern would be random on
exactly half of all trials and perfectly symmetrical on the
other half.
Results
The mean average number of correct responses (per
block of 20 trials) and the mean reaction times for these
correct responses are shown in Figs 3 and 4 respectively.
It should be pointed at that in all experiments there was
little evidence of any trade-off between speed and
accuracy. In Figs 3 and 4, for example, inspection
indicates that the ordering of axis orientations in terms
both of highest proportion correct and fastest reaction
time is approx. 90 deg >0 deg >135 deg >45 deg, so
that subjects were not gaining accuracy by sacrificing
reaction time.
Both sets of data were analysed by a simple subjects by
treatments repeated measures analysis of variance with
planned orthogonal contrasts. For each of the constraint
conditions separately, four contrasts were tested:
(1) vertical symmetry vs the average of the other three
axes; (2) left vs right diagonal; (3) horizontal vs the
average left and right diagonal; (4) all symmetrical vs all
random conditions.
In the number correct data, the first of these contrasts
was significant in each of the UC, UM, CC and CM
conditions, with F(l, 52) = 31.60, 29.94,53.96 and 38.24
respectively, and P <0.0001 in every case. Left vs right
diagonal was significant in the UM and CC data, with
F(l, 52) = 9.74 and 4.85, and P <0.005 and 0.05; but was
not significant in the UC and CM data, with
F(l, 52)= 3.37 and 3.37, and P >0.05 in both cases.
Horizontal symmetry was better detected than the
average of the diagonal symmetries in only the CC data,
with F(l, 52) = 4.50, and P < 0.05; while for UC, UM
and CM, F(l, 52) = 3.64, 0.45 and 0.41, with P >0.05 in
all cases. The average proportion correct over all
symmetry conditions was not greater than that for the
random conditions in all cases, with F(l, 52) = 0.02,
1.49, 0.49 and 0.08, and P >0.05 in all cases.
For the reaction time data, the first contrast was again
significant in all four cases, with respective F(l, 52)
values of 25.37, 29.70, 17.05 and 16.60, with P c 0.0001
each time. Left vs right diagonal was significant only in
the CM condition, with F(I, 52) = 4.65 and P <0.05. In
the other conditions, F(l, 52) = 0.95, 0.27 and 1.52, with
P >0.05 in all cases. In the UC and CM conditions
horizontal symmetry was detected better than the average
of the diagonal symmetries, with F(l, 52) = 4.09 and
6.13, P e 0.05 in both cases. For UM and CC,
F(l, 52) = 0.60 and 3.15, with P >0.05. In the case of
reaction time, unlike number correct, the average
reacfion time over all symmetry conditions was faster
than that in the random conditions: for UC, UM, CC and
CM the F(l, 52) values were 17.37, 13.12, 10.98 and
13.1.4, with P <0.0001, 0.0005, 0.005 and 0.0005,
respectively.
Three remaining contrasts tested the overall difference
between UC and UM; between CC and CM; (UC+ UM)/
2 v~;(CC+ CM)/2. For the number correct data, none of
these three was significant, with F(l, 39) = 0.77, 1.49 and
1.45 respectively and P >0.05. In the reaction time data
the first two were not significant IF(l, 39) = 0.27 and
0.7~, P > 0.05] but the last was significant with
F(l,, 39 = 11.13 and P <0.005. The basis for this
difference can be seen in Fig. 4, where the CC and CM
means (squares) generally lie below the UC and UM
means (circles).
Discussion
Although some significant differences were obtained in
Expt 1, the overall similarity between the data for the four
constraint conditions was the most striking finding,
emphasized by the similarity between the data for the
four conditions in both Figs 3 and 4. In contrast to the
similarity of the data for the four constraint conditions,
clear effects of axis orientation were obtained so that
vertical symmetry detection was clearly superior to
detection of other axis orientations, both in terms of
numlber correct and reaction time, as has been reported
previously (see Wenderoth, 1994 for a summary).
These data, then, can be taken to be consistent with the
assertion that it is of little consequence whether dot
patterns in symmetry experiments do or do not have
plotting constraints placed upon them: the symmetry
detection mechanism can do the task whether or not
neig,hbouring dots can or cannot touch and whether or not
the dot distribution
is more uniform.
Constraints on
parameters which
is denser in the centre of the pattern or
EXPERIMENT 2
dot relationships was one of the
the Introduction noted as varying
.-
almost arbitrarily across studies of symmetry detection
using dot patterns, and Expt 1 demonstrated that this
variable does not significantly influence symmetry
detection. Another parameter, the value of which often
seenns arbitrary, is number of dots. That this is potentially
an important variable can be gauged from the fact that
studies which have reported a clear and unequivocal
advantage of vertical symmetry over other axis orienta-
tions have tended to use a larger number of dots [e.g. 100
dots, Barlow and Reeves (1979); 50 dots, Wenderoth
(1994); Expt 1 of this paper] whereas studies which have
found no effect of axis orientation or no difference
between vertical and horizontal have used a smaller
numlberof dots [e.g. 16 dots, Fisher and Bornstein (1982);
24 dots, Wagemans et al. (1993)]. Experiment 2 was
designed to examine the effect of number of dots on
symmetry detection as a function of axis orientation.
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F(4, 10IO)= 30.98, P c 0.0001 for reaction time. These
main effects are shown in Fig. 5.
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FIGURE6. Averagenumbercorrect as a functionof numberof dots in
symmetrical patterns, Expt 2. Parameter in axis orientation.
Methods
Design andprocedure. These were generally as in Expt
1. The two repeated measures variables were number of
dots in the pattern (10, 20,40 or 80) and axis of symmetry
orientation (90, O, 45, 135 deg and none, i.e. random).
There were thus 16 kinds of symmetrical pattern (4
orientations x 4 dot numbers) and each subject com-
pleted 10 replications of each type (160 trials) and
another 160 random trials, 40 with each of 10, 20, 40 and
80 dots. All conditions were otherwise as in Expt 1.
Subjects. There were 26 subjects from the same
population as those used in Expt 1.
Results
The data for mean number of correct responses and
correct reaction times were analysed using subjects by
treatments repeated measures analyses of variance, with
orthogonal planned contrasts. As in Expt 1, the main
effect of axis orientation was significant, with
17(4,100) = 7.95, P e 0.0001 for number correct and
symmetry and dot number, with the latter plotted on
logarithmic coordinates.
For the number correct data, trend analyses indicated
that whereas there was no linear trend in the vertical axis
means across dot number IF(l, 300) = 0.0.38, P > 0.05]
there was significant linear trend in the horizontal, right
oblique and left oblique data, with F(I, 300) = 29.05,
26.27 and 55.26 respectively, and P <0.0001 in each
case. The only other significant trend was quadratic in the
case of the right oblique data IF(l, 300) = 9.89,
P c 0.0105]indicating the slight change in slope of the
function between 40 and 80 dots.
For the reaction time data similar results were
obtained. Again, linear trend was not significant for the
vertical axis data IF(l, 300) = 1.15, P > 0.05] but was
significant for the horizontal IF(l, 300) = 7.92, P < 0.01]
and lef’toblique data IF(l, 300) = 25.31, PcO.0001] and
just failed to reach significance for the right oblique data
IF(l, 300)= 3.76, P = 0.053]. No other trends were
significant. In addition, and as expected, there was no
significant trend across the random conditions with
different dot numbers, for either the number correct or
reaction time data.
Discussion
The rather surprising but clearcut results of Expt 2 are
consistent with the suggestion made earlier that the
relative salience of vertical over other symmetries may be
dependent on number of dots in symmetrical patterns:
Figs 6 and 7 and the trend analyses clearly show that as
the number of dots increased so the superiority of vertical
symmetry detection over other axis orientations in-
creased. This occurred because increasing dot number
had no effect on vertical symmetry detection but
detracted from performance at other axis orientations.
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The question which now arises is whether this effect is
due to one or more of a number of factors, including dot
density rather than just dot number and whether the effect
is related to the fact that as dot number increases, so the
outline of the dot pattern becomes more and more
circular, thus removing any cue to do with the shape of
the outline of the dot pattern.
EXPERIMENT3
The aim of Expt 3 was to test for the effects of dot
density vs dot number by varying both the number of dots
and the diameter of the pattern area. Three levels of dot
number (10, 50 and 90) and three levels of pattern
diameter (80 pixels or 2.67 deg; 160 pixels or 5.33 deg;
320 pixels or 10.64 deg) were used. It was extremely
difficult to find sufficient combinations which the
program could actually draw without being unable to fit
the largest dot number into the smallest area so that,
although it would have been preferable to use values
which had equivalent dot densities with varying dot
numbens or radii, this proved not possible. Indeed, it was
necessary to use the CC rather than the UM option (see
Expt 1) in order that the patterns could be drawn at all.
Methods
Apparatus and procedure. These were as in the
previous experiments, except for the changes outlined
above. Five axis orientations were used: vertical,
horizontal, left oblique, right oblique and random (no
symmetry). Within each symmetry condition there were
nine trial types produced by crossing dot number (10, 50,
90) with diameter (80, 160, 320). Each subject made 10
judgments of each of these nine trial types, giving a total
of 90 trials within an axis orientation and a total of 360
symmetrical trials. For the 360 random trials, nine sets of
40 trials matched the dot number/diameter conditions of
the symmetrical trials.
Subjects. There were 15 subjects drawn from the same
Introductory Course volunteers used in the previous
experiments.
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FIGIJRE9. Averagenumbercorrect as a functionof numberof dots in
symmetrical patterns, Expt 3. Parameter in axis orientation.
Results
As in the previous experiments, analysis was by means
of a subjects by treatments repeated measures design with
planned orthogonal contrasts. Once again, there were
significant overall main effects of axis orientation. Mean
number correct and reaction times are shown in Fig. 8.
For number correct, 17(4,56) = 87.05 and P c 0.0001;
and for reaction time, F(4, 44) = 10.17, with
P c 0.0001.”
Figures 9 and 10 indicate that the results of Expt 2 were
essentially repeated in this experiment. Thus, in Fig. 9 it
can be seen that there was very little effect of number of
dots on vertical symmetry detection but that for other
orientations, detection decreased markedly as dot number
increased. A somewhat similar pattern of results can be
seen in the reaction time data in Fig. 10. However,
whereas the number correct and reaction time means
showed no linear trend across dot number in Expt 2, in
Expt 3 this was not the case. Thus, for the data in Fig. 9,
linear trend was significant for all four of the axis
orientations: for vertical, F(l, 56) = 14.98, P c 0.0001;
for “horizontal, F(l, 56)= 167.26, P c 0.0001; for right
oblique, F(l, 56) = 130.47, P c 0.0001; for left oblique,
F(l, 56) = 160.015, P c 0.0001; and for the random
patterns (data not shown in Fig. 9), F(l, 56)= 35.37,
P <0.0001. In Fig. 10: for vertical F’(I, 44)= 13.86,
P c 0.0005; for horizontal, F(l, 44) = 30.71, P c 0.0001;
for :right oblique, F(l, 44) = 51.06, P < 0.0001; for left
oblique, F(l, 44) = 61.54, P c 0.0001; and for the
randiom patterns (not shown) linear trend was not
significant, F(l, 44) = 2.09, P >0.05. Quadratic trend
was significant for the horizontal and right oblique
number correct data IF(l, 56) = 4.9 and 4.07, respec-
*Three subjects obtained a number correct of zero in at least one
condition so that no reaction time on correct trials was available.
Hence, these subjects were excluded from the reaction time
analysis, which explains the smaller denominator degrees of
freedom for those data.
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Parameter is numberof dots in pattern.
tively; P <0.05 in both cases] but was not significant in
any of the reaction time data.
Two points should be made about the significant trends
in the vertical and random data. First, these trends,
although significant, were very small in relation to those
in the other conditions. Table 1 shows the percentage of
the total linear sums of squares accounted for by each of
the axis orientation conditions and only about 10% of the
TABLE 1. Percent of overall linear trend accounted for within each
symmetry axis orientation condition
Axis orientation Number correct Reaction time
Vertical 2.95 8.70
Horizontal 32.92 19.28
Right oblique 25.68 32.06
Left oblique 31.49 38.64
Random 6.96 1.31
Total 100 100
2.67 5.33 10.67
DISPLAY DIAMETER [DEG)
FIGURE 12. Reaction times of correct responses, otherwise as
for Fig. 11.
variation is attributable to the sum of the vertical and
random conditions. Second, the largest diameter of any
dot display in this experiment was half that in Expt 2:
thus, the dot density in the 90-dot conditions was more
than double that in the 80-dot condition of Expt 2 and
thus some roll off of the function relating number correct
to dot number might be expected in this experiment,
compared to Expt 2.
The new, although perhaps predictable, finding of
Expt 3 was that a significant interaction between display
diameter and number of dots was obtained in both the
number correct and the reaction time data, with
~(4, 56)= 10.06, P <0.0001 and 17(4,44) = 5.40,
P c 0.0105,respectively. These interactions are shown in
Figs 11 and 12.
Trend analysis indicated that, in the number correct
data, tlhe 10-dot function had no significant linear or
quadratic trend, with F(I, 56) = 0.19 and 0.06, respec-
tively, and P >0.05 in each case. The 50- and 90-dot
functions both had significant linear IF(l, 56) = 7.32 and
86.24, P <0.01 and 0.0001, respectively] and quadratic
trend [E’(1,56)= 8.00 and 23.57, P <0.01 and 0.0001,
respectively]. In the reaction time data, the 10-dot data
had significant linear IF(l, 44)= 5.42, P < 0.05] but not
quadratic trend IF(l, 44) = 0.17, P > 0.05]. The 50-dot
data showed significant linear and quadratic trend
IF(l, 44)= 5.85 and 6.02, P <0.05 in each case]. Neither
linear [F(I, 44) = 2.56, P > 0.05] nor quadratic trend
IF(l, 44)= 0.59, P > 0.05] was significant for the 90-dot
data.
Discussion
The results of Expt 3 reinforce the findings of Expt 2 in
showinlg that increasing dot number affects the relative
salience of vertical symmetry, in that increasing dot
number minimally affects the detection of vertical
symmetry but significantly reduces the detectability of
other :symmetry axis orientations. Experiment 3 also
demonstrates that it is not just number of dots which is
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important but also the diameter of the field into which
those dots are placed. So, for example, proportion correct
for 90 dots in Fig. 11 drops from 0.76 (SE 0.026) in the
large diameter condition to 0.59 (SE 0.035) in the small
diameter condition.
A question not answered by this experiment is whether
increasing dot number and decreasing display diameter
jointly reduce performance because there are simply
more dots, or because the pattern’s outline becomes more
circular, or because there is less and less grey background
space between the dots. Experiment 4 attempted to
address this question.
EXPERIMENT4
There is indirect evidence to suggest that the key factor
contributing to the decline in performance for non-
vertical axes as dot number increases is not the increasing
circularity of the pattern—the loss of outline shape. In a
recent study, symmetrical 28-dot patterns were presented
either with or without a 28-dot random surrounding
annulus which, when present, effectively removed any
outline shape (Wenderoth, 1995). The result was, both in
the number correct and reaction time data, that
performance declined by a fixed amount at all axis
orientations, including vertical. By inference, if increas-
ing dot number made performance worse because it
removed the outline cue, then performance in Expts 2 and
3 should have declined for vertical axes by the same
amount as for other axis orientations. There is also some
evidence in Expt 3 that the effective factor is not dot
density: from the data in Fig. 11 it can be seen that
performance with 10 dots in a 2.67 deg diameter display
is better than that with 50 dots in a 10.67 deg diameter
display—F(l, 56) = 31.70 and P < O.0001—yet the re-
spective dot densities were 1.80 and 0.56 dots/deg2.
Consequently, the most likely candidates are dot number
and spacing between dots.
If this reasoning is correct, two candidate explanations
remain: number of dots per se or increasing black space
with less grey background between the dots. Experiment
4 was designed to attempt to discriminate between these
two possibilities by jointly varying pattern diameter and
number of dots, as in Expt 3, but also by varying dot size.
Methods
Apparatus and procedure. These were as in the
previous experiment. Five axis orientations were used:
vertical, horizontal, left oblique, right oblique and
random (no symmetry). Within each of the symmetrical
conditions there were 12 trial types produced by crossing
dot number (10, 90), pattern diameter (80, 320 pixels)
and dot size (3, 6 and 12 pixels; respectively subtending
0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 deg visual angle). Each subject made 10
judgments of each of these 12 trial types, giving a total of
120 trials within an axis orientation and 480 symmetrical
trials in all. For the 480 random trials, 12 sets of 40 trials
matched the dot number/diameter conditions of the
symmetrical trials.
Subjects. There were 11 subjects drawn from the same
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Introductory Course volunteers used in the previous
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Results
Most of the results of Expt 4 replicated those in the
previous experiments. Thus, for both number correct and
reaction time, subjects performed significantly better
when the axis of symmetry was vertical, when the pattern
diameter was larger (although not for reaction time) and
when the dot number was smaller. The interaction
between dot number and pattern diameter was significant
in the reaction time data and just not significant in the
number correct data such that the poorest performance
occurred with the larger number of dots in the smaller
area.
The new data here relate to dot size. Figure 13 shows
the nonsignificant interaction between dot size and dot
number. Overall, while there was a large and significant
effect of number of dots both for number correct
IF(l., 10)= 14.11, P< 0.005] and reaction time
IF(l, 10)= 7.05, P < 0.05], there was no significant
interaction between number of dots and dot size, both
for number correct [F’(2,20) = 0.02, P > 0.05] and
reaction time [F’(2,20) = 0.38, P > 0.05]. There was also
no main effect of dot size in the number correct data
[F(Z!,20)= 1.24, P > 0.05]. While there was a significant
effect of dot size in the reaction time data,
F’(2,,20) = 8.77, P <0.005, this was not in the direction
of worse performance with larger dots: rather, the
smallest dots slowed responses slightly because they
were somewhat difficult to see.
GENERALDISCUSSION
The overall aim of the experiments reported here was
to examine the effects on symmetry detection in dot
patterns of several stimulus parameters which, in the past,
seem to have been more or less arbitrarily selected.
Experiment 1 showed that it matters little whether or
not constraints of various kinds are applied to the plotting
of 100-dot patterns: when the patterns are symmetrical,
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vertical symmetry is detected correctly, both more often
and more rapidly, than symmetry at horizontal or at left-
or right-oblique and the functions for the different
plotting constraints were virtually identical. Experiment
2 showed, for the first time, that the number of dots in the
symmetrical patterns has a marked effect on the relative
salience of vertical symmetry: whereas for vertical
symmetry there was no significant linear trend in the
average number of symmetry detections as dot number
increased from 10 to 20 to 40 and to 80, for other axis
orientations correct detections decreased linearly as dot
number increased. As a result, whereas vertical symmetry
detection was barely superior to the detection of other
axis orientations in 10-dot patterns it was clearly superior
in 20-80 dot patterns and increasingly so as dot number
increased. Similar results occurred in the reaction time
data. Experiment 3 effectively repeated this finding and
also showed, as might have been expected, that
constraining the diameter of the dot patterns reduced
accuracy and speed when many dots were crowded into a
small area. The question was then raised whether the
critical variable affecting relative vertical axis salience in
Expts 2 and 3 was simply dot number per se or dot
density (with denser patterns removing the pattern outline
by making all patterns more circular) or even whether it is
the reduction in gaps between neighboring dots as dot
number increases. Accordingly, Expt 4 covaried dot
number, pattern diameter and dot size. The results
showed again that performance is better with fewer dots
(Fig. 13) but that there was only a slight effect of dot size,
and in the wrong direction to explain the effect of dot
number, but the most important finding was the lack of
any interaction between the effects of dot size and
number, effectively ruling out the space between dots as
the critical variable.* Since it was argued that both other
evidence (Wenderoth, 1995) and the data of Expt 3 make
the loss of pattern outline an unlikely critical variable to
explain the effect of number of dots, the sole remaining
candidate is the number of dots per se. Why might this be
the case?
When Bruce and Morgan (1975) reported that
symmetry could be detected in dot-like patterns more
quickly about a vertical axis than could repetition, they
proposed that symmetry might be detected by a global
process whereas repetition might require a series of
individual local comparisons. What if vertical symmetry
is detected globally but non-vertical symmetry, like
repetition, requires serial local comparisons between
pairs of dots (in dot patterns) or between outline
convexities and concavities (in solid objects)?
Recently (Baylis & Driver, 1996) it has been suggested
that judging symmetry of solid objects can be regarded as
an extension of the more standard visual search technique
(e.g. Davis & Driver, 1994; Treisman & Gormican, 1988)
*Indeed,it can be noted that whencomparingthe patternswith 90 dots
in the small pattern diametercondition,the patternwith size 6 pixel
dots allowedmost of the individualdots to be seen—plentyof grey
space—whereas the pattern with size 12 dots was almost totally
filled in and looked somewhat like a symmetrical solid shape.
In that case, subjects search for a target amongst non-
targets with varying non-target set-sizes and it is often
argued—not necessarily validly (Broadbent, 1985)T—
that the search is serial, involving successive local
comparisons, if search time increases with distracter
set-size but that the search is parallel, involving more
global mechanisms, if search time is independent of set-
size. Baylis and Driver (1996) argued that within a single
solid-outline object, the number of outline discontinuities
or number of steps is the analogue of set-size in the visual
search experiments. Consistent with the data reported
here, they found a significant symmetry axis orientation
(vertical, horizontal) x number of steps (4, 8, 16)
interaction such that increasing the number of steps
increased reaction time and increased errors more when
the shapes were horizontally symmetrical than when they
were vertically symmetrical. However, because the effect
was not very large in their data, they concluded that for
both vertical and horizontal symmetry, processing is
parallel. It can be suggested that Baylis and Driver found
only a small effect, first, because subjects were forced to
keep error rates to a minimum, so that the error data could
not show the large effects reported here and, second,
because the number of steps was never as large as the set-
size here, which ranged from 5 to 40 pairs of dots. Indeed,
Fig. 7 shows that there was almost no increase in reaction
time in Expt 2 as set size increased from 5 to 10 pairs (10
to 20 dots) and not a great deal of increase from 10 to 20
pairs either.
If the above analysis is correct, so that only vertical
symmetry is processed globally and local, serial compar-
isons are required to detect symmetry in dot patterns
when the symmetry axis is oriented horizontally or along
the diagonal, what might explain the global detection of
vertical symmetry? Bruce and Morgan (1975) showed
that the advantage of symmetry over repetition detection
is reduced markedly when the non-symmetrical elements
are in the periphery rather than the centre of the display,
so that the vertical advantage is due either to symmetrical
elements near the axis or near to the fixation point.
Wenderoth (1995) found exactly the same effect. If the
symmetrical pairs straddling the fixation point is the key
variable here, it could be argued that the symmetry of the
nervous system about the vertical midline is a key
determinant of global processing of vertical symmetry
(see Julesz, 1971; Mach, 1886; Royer, 1981). Another
~Broadbentshows convincingly,by varying the type and amount of
“noise” in a computer model, that all of the possible variations
found in so-called “serial” and “parallel” data functions can be
obtained from a single mechanism. Broadbent’s analysis thus
indicates that tasks which are often assumed to require different
parallel and serial mechanisms, including symmetry detection at
vertical andat non-verticalaxes in this case, mightbe performedby
a single mechanism.Thus, all symmetries might be detected by a
common mechanism but extra noise may mask the non-vertical
symmetrymore, thus forcing point-by-pointscanningin a speeded
task. Thus, when reference is made here to parallel or global
processing of vertical axes but local or serial processing of non-
vertical axes, this shouldnotbe taken necessarily to implydifferent
mechanisms.
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possibility (Wenderoth, 1995) is that the oblique effect
for orientation discrimination is restricted to near-foveal
areas of the retina (Appelle, 1972; Mansfield, 1974) so
that performance for vertical and horizontal axes may be
better there because of the preponderance of vertically
and horizontally tuned neurones (Mansfield, 1974).
Detection of vertical symmetry may then be better than
detection of horizontal symmetry because of attentional
or scanning strategies: it has been shown that when
symmetry axes are mostly located around the horizontal
axis, the detection of occasional vertical axes falls to as
low a percentage as 10%, whereas horizontal symmetry is
detected at a rate of 90% (Wenderoth, 1994). The
combination of number of dots, neural asymmetries and
attentional or scanning preferences may then account for
the almost universal salience of vertical over other
symmetries and may also account for the variability in
reports of which other axes of symmetry are next most
salient (Wenderoth, 1994). The suggestion that orienta-
tion processing channels play a role in bilateral symmetry
detection in dot patterns at least, is given credence by the
finding that orientation discrimination acuity is approxi-
mately equivalent for oriented lines and for oriented axes
of symmetry in dot patterns (Wenderoth, 1995).
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